My Learning Log
Lesson 8

My name is
___________________________

Lesson 8 / Day 1

Q.O.D.
How do you communicate with others?
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

Main Idea

Details

Details

Replace each underlined word with
a more precise or vivid word.
Rewrite the sentences.

Details

Circle the abbreviation in each sentence.

What is your teacher’s name? Use an abbreviation in
your answer.
_____________________________________________

Lesson 8 / Day 2

Q.O.D.
How do you let your family and friends know how you are
feeling about things?________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
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TECHNOLOGY: During technology
center, use the internet to look up cool
facts about the animal you chose to
describe. One site you might try is:

The abbreviations in the address below are
incorrect. Correct the address in the space
below.

www.factsaboutanimals.net

dr. Malik Pinder
105 Wingate rd
Trenton, nj

How do you abbreviate Alabama?
_____________________________

Lesson 8 / Day 3

Q.O.D.
Name one unusual thing you have seen animals do. What do
you think the animals were trying to communicate? ________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Main Idea

Supporting Details

Non-supporting Details

WRITING: Use the graphic organizer from Day 2 to draft a
paragraph describing your chosen animal. (Use back of paper if

GRAMMAR: Abbreviate the following
days of the week and the months.

needed)

Wednesday, October 3
______________________
Tuesday, November 14
______________________
Sunday, June 17
______________________
Saturday, August 19
______________________

Lesson 8 / Day 4

Q.O.D.
Have you ever misunderstood a message from someone?
What happened? __________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
FOCUS SKILL: Read page 237. Work with a partner to answer the following questions.
1. What is the main idea? __________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
2. What details support the main idea? _______________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
3. What details DO NOT support the main idea? ________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
WRITING: Look over your paragraph draft from Day 3. Rewrite your GRAMMAR: How do you abbreviate
paragraph choosing more vivid and precise words to describe your
chosen animal. (Use back if needed)

the following states?

Arkansas
_______________________
Florida
_______________________
Mississippi
_______________________
Georgia
________________________
Alaska
________________________

Lesson 8 / Day 5

Q.O.D.
How are people and animals alike? _____________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
WRITING: Today you will finalize your descriptive paragraph. Make sure to use vivid words that describe
your chosen animal. Remember that the first line of a paragraph is always indented. Check your paragraph for
correct punctuation. I can’t wait to read your paragraph!

Draw a picture of your chosen animal.

